Partial acute thrombosis of internal carotid artery: a case report
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Introduction

The indications to the carotid TEA in case of acute occlusion of the internal carotid artery still do not have one sure coding. True it is that generally the surgical procedure is contraindicated when serious neurological deficits are present; in fact the lack of a proven benefit to the detriment of the high risk perioperative of another ictus and/or haemorrhage is ratios them of the choice. Some Authors consider the opportunity of the surgical procedure if this happens within an hour from the acute event; the tolerance of the hypoxemia to cerebral level is function of the contribution of blood, of the severity and of the duration of ischaemia (1). Others report of selected cases of acute carotid occlusion treated by TEA considering like important prognostic factors the absence of embolism of the homolateral medium cerebral artery or to the presence of a good collateral flow in case of embolism of this (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Ulterior possibility with replies in literature of clinical cases acute occlusion of internal carotid artery and embolism of the homolateral medium cerebral artery is the combination of the directed carotid surgery associated to thrombolisis (6).

Case report

C. A. age 62 male with outcomes of pulmonary K dealt

Objective: The effectiveness of the urgent carotid TEA in patients with not stabilizes serious neurological sympotms, remains controversial.

Material: The authors report on a case of a partial acute carotid thrombosis. The patient had outcomes of pulmonary tumor dealt with surgical removal of the medium right lobe. At admission, the neurological examination evidenced non specific neurological deficits to both the advanced limbs and/or haemorrhage is ratios them of the choice. Some Authors consider the opportunity of the surgical procedure if this happens within an hour from the acute event; the tolerance of the hypoxemia to cerebral level is function of the contribution of blood, of the severity and of the duration of ischaemia (1). Others report of selected cases of acute carotid occlusion treated by TEA considering like important prognostic factors the absence of embolism of the homolateral medium cerebral artery or to the presence of a good collateral flow in case of embolism of this (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Ulterior possibility with replies in literature of clinical cases acute occlusion of internal carotid artery and embolism of the homolateral medium cerebral artery is the combination of the directed carotid surgery associated to thrombolisis (6).

Discussion: The urgent surgical treatment has had good outcome. In literature there are similar cases but not place upon ones because of "aetiology": to the inner presence of floating thrombus in carotid not completely occluding in all and the three cases, causes do not correspond from alters platelet parameters, but thrombus was of cardiogenic origin in one case, it was caused by hormonal therapy for sterility in the second, there was trombosis of carotid aneurism in third.
with surgical removal of the medium lobe of right 12 months before the shelter, in chemioterapeutic treatment. It reaches our observation transferred of urgency from the Neurological Division of a hospital bordering where it had been recovered during the previous night with symptomatology characterized from sensitive deficit to both the advanced limbs of the duration of approximately 1 hour. The neurological examination evidenced deficit of the look of left laterality associated to postural deficit of the left advanced limb in the antigravity tests (tendency to the supererelevation of the same limb); deficit of the extension of hallux skilful (the outcome); Babinski on the left. The neurological deficits reverted about 12 hours. The executed encephalic TC of urgency evidenced focus in seat capsule-lenticular and in the radiate crown of right for past ischemia lesion on vascular base. The completed cardiological visit with ECG and trans-thoracic echocardiogram had excluded pathologies of cardiac origin. The congenital factors of the coagulation turned out in the norm.

The color Doppler of the epiaortic vessels showed in the internal carotid artery of right the presence of formation ecogena of the length of approximately 3.5 cm attached to the wall only for some millimetres in correspondence of the origin of the vase from the carotid bulb, during very small fibrocalcified plate likely ulcerated. For the rest of its such length thrombotic formation appeared floating in the vessel (pic. 1 and 2). The blood test evidenced platelets increase with absolute value of the 628000 with normality of all other parameters. To 24 hours urgently from diagnosis ECD the patient was submitted to surgical procedure without ulterior diagnostic deepening (Rx-angiography and/or angio-RMN epitelial and encephalic vessels). Such attitude was justified from the total regression of the symptomatology and from the absence of alterations of the BEE evidenced from the encephalic TC; not to neglect the possibility of partial separation or total of the intracarotid thrombus to the passage of contrast of in eventual angiographic examination.

The isolation of the distal internal carotid artery has been the first surgical manoeuvre continuation from the clamping of the internal carotid artery and from the isolation of the rest of vessel and of the neighbouring structures to avoid eventual embolizations. The morphology of the removed thrombus corresponded faithfully to the image shown from the ECD (pic. 3 and 4). Associated atheromatous plate was not found and consequently it was not proceeded to TEA but to

**Conclusion:** We remark the importance of ecocolor Doppler for urgent diagnosis of acute thrombosis, and timeliness of surgical treatment in the “acute” patient with attenuation or regression of the debut symptomatology.
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repeated washings of the segment subordinate to successive arteriotomy and directed suture.
The post-operative passed one has been regular and to three months the control of ECD is absolute normality like it counts platelet (from post-operative on council of the colleagues haematologist the patient has carried out associated specific therapy to platelet monitoring).

Discussion

The specific characteristics of the case over illustrated was beyond from the casuistries brought back in the introduction even if the clinical picture of the same one could mirror again the prodromic stage of one acute carotid thrombosis with successes to you important neurological deficits. In literature they are clinical signals cases to you similar to that from we reported (7, 8, 9) but not place upon ones. To the inner presence of floating thrombus in carotid not completely occluding in all and the three cases “etiologia” does not correspond from alters platelet parameters, but thrombus to you of cardiogenic origin with healthy carotid wall (7), thrombosis of carotid aneurism (8), from collateral effect following to hormonal therapy for sterility (9).
The ccocolordoppler executed in urgency it has rendered reason of the successes to you diagnostic examinations and that to our warning is an important element in the economy of the management of such patients. This examination also second other Authors could not only assume the important in the diagnosis but also in monitoring intra and post-operative effectiveness in the study and prevention of embolics events (10, 11).

Conclusions

Also admitting our fortuitous timeliness care the factor time, our conclusions concern on the possibility to consider the examination coloredoppler like diagnostic garrison of urgency where clinical the supports the suspicion of one pseudo and/or acute occlusion of the carotid supported from the absence of serious acute symptomatology (side pathology, etc.) associate to attenuation or regression of the debut symptomatology. The demonstration thrombosis echography sub-total that of for himself evidences a highest probability of partial separation or total of the thrombus induces to our warning to the surgical treatment of deobstruent urgency.
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